Transforming value and access
outcomes in the Asia-Pacific region

The PRMA Healthcheck® has enabled us to evaluate
commercial and access risk and opportunity
throughout the development pathway.
Executive Director, Integrated Market Access Team,
top-10 pharmaceutical company

Transforming value and access
outcomes in the Asia-Pacific region
A leading pharmaceutical manufacturer adopted our digital applications to transform
processes and drive optimal market access for its Phase 2 and 3 products.
Here we summarize the:
• key challenges
• solutions provided by the PRMA Healthcheck® digital application
• value gained by the manufacturer.
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Potential market access challenges
in the Asia-Pacific region
We identified eight critical factors that make it challenging to maximize commercial, value,
and access outcomes in the Asia-Pacific region.
• Keeping up to date with rapidly evolving and
increasingly complex market access and
regulatory landscapes
• Reluctance to move away from conservative
approaches that do not align with evolving market
access landscapes and opportunities
• The absence of early planning and crossfunctional alignment on local implementation of
development programs
• Designing a holistic plan for an asset as opposed
to planning for one indication at a time

• The necessity for forward-looking integrated
evidence generation plans that cover different
payer needs. For example, in China, from self-pay,
to provincial, to national reimbursement
• The need to engage with regional teams to
encourage consistent feedback to global about
the impact of gaps, issues, and priorities within
integrated evidence generation plans
• Addressing capability gaps to deliver the evidence
• Preparing for staff turnover, and the loss of
institutional memory
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The digital solution for the Asia-Pacific
region to drive optimal market access
That’s why we recommended the PRMA Healthcheck®, a digital application that drives
commercial and market access readiness for Phase 2 and 3 products.
The manufacturer adopted the application for a number of assets, and benefited from:
• consistent assessment of evidence risk
across markets

• evidence generation strategies to address the
highest-risk issues

• intuitive identification of evidence gaps through
a visual heatmap

• prioritization of activities and investment at a
regional and/or market level

• integrated evidence generation planning,
combining all activities into a roadmap
for implementation

• improved continuity and dissemination of
knowledge through an institutional memory
and decision-making history.

1. Mulcahy et al., Biosimilar Cost Savings in the United States: Initial
Experience and Future Potential. Rand Health Q. 2018 Mar 30;7(4):3
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Systematic assessment framework
for identifying evidence risk
An assessment framework was developed to provide a systematic and consistent approach to analyzing
the different factors that influence Asia-Pacific pricing, reimbursement, and market access.
Although the importance of individual elements varies among markets, the approach enabled consistent
assessment of commercial and market access risk across the region.
The framework was refined to align with business needs and country-specific requirements.
Evidence risk was identified in the following domains:
•
•
•
•
•

unmet need
product
eligible patient population
trial design
comparative clinical benefit

•
•
•
•
•

patient-centricity
costs and budget impact
cost-effectiveness and value for money
pricing
clinical advocacy and policy.
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Gap analysis customized
to the Asia-Pacific region
A situation analysis provided assessment of
potential commercial and market access issues and
challenges. After this, evidence gaps were
identified within each domain for each market.
The red-amber-green ratings of the PRMA
Healthcheck® highlighted distinct evidence risks,
which could be communicated clearly and consistently
to stakeholders across the organization.
It was then easier to identify challenges that had
the highest potential impact on commercial and
market access outcomes and understand how
these impacted each market.

Each rating was linked to a detailed explanation,
mitigation strategies to address evidence gaps,
and country-level recommendations.
Taking a broader commercial and market access
perspective, additional evidence was identified
to support the target product profile. A value
proposition clarified which product messages would
be supported, and a SWOT analysis identified wider
challenges and opportunities.
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Evidence generation plan to
accelerate market access readiness
The PRMA Healthcheck® accelerated commercial and market access readiness in the
Asia-Pacific region by producing a high-quality integrated evidence generation plan for each asset
and indication.
The integrated evidence generation plan provided both a summary view of the ongoing and recommended
evidence generation projects, and a detailed view that included timings and market-specific considerations
for the project.
The integrated evidence generation plan provided the
following benefits.
• Improved efficiency by linking recommended
projects to the evidence gaps.
• Enhanced prioritization, with projects categorized
as essential, recommended, or supportive, with
an associated timeline.

• Enabled informed, collaborative, and
integrated decision-making through the
systemized approach.
• Inspired action with clear responsibilities for
implementation identified and managed across
global, regional, and affiliate roles.
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Client value in the Asia-Pacific region
The client was able to drive commercial and market access readiness for its Phase 2 and 3 products.
Situation analysis
• The systematic approach to determining the
market access and commercialization environment
for each asset made the process consistent,
reproducible, and easily adaptable.

Value assessment framework
• A consistent assessment framework allowed
quick and systematic identification of issues and
challenges ahead. The visual presentation enabled
easy communication.

Value proposition
• Determining the value propositions early helped
identify potential evidence gaps and challenges
related to the target product profile that were
specific to the Asia-Pacific markets.

Gap analysis and evidence generation activities
• Evidence gaps were based on the reality of
supporting market access and commercialization,
and could be simply communicated through key
vulnerabilities. Evidence generation projects were
targeted to mitigate gaps.

SWOT
• A SWOT analysis consolidated the thinking to align
cross-functional teams on the key issues and how
they affect market access and commercialization.

Communication to senior leadership
• A consistent framework to analyze risks and
opportunities and inform investment decisions.
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Strategy/value assessment:
Asia-Pacific experience
Building on this work, we have worked with a Japanese affiliate to implement this framework to
refine the strategic commercialization and market access thinking and evidence generation plans
for 15+ pipeline assets at different stages of development.
This work will inform their forthcoming long-range financial planning and portfolio prioritization.

Abbreviations: IEGP: integrated evidence generation plan
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Feedback about the PRMA Healthcheck®
ACTION – Capitalizing on an external perspective
“The value provided by this digital application takes us beyond market access and into commercialization.”
“We were able to capture a comprehensive analysis of the overall landscape, then conveniently disseminate
the insight.”

EFFICIENCY – Prioritization and mitigating risk
“It helped us to obtain very detailed market-level feedback on the key issues, and solutions to address these
prior to market launch.”
“We were able to understand and prioritize our activities to mitigate vulnerabilities but, importantly, avoid
doing unnecessary work.”

COLLABORATION – Reinvigorating communication and collaboration
“It drove an informed and meaningful dialogue with affiliates”.
“I see the value in the additional discussions that this assessment will prompt as we consider our priorities,
risks/benefits, and the magnitude of expected impact from the various initiatives recommended.”
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Get started
The PRMA Healthcheck® is a secure, scalable cloud-based application that can be customized
for regions, from single assessment to full adoption across the organization.
We will support you every step of the way.
Whether that’s assisting in the development of
business cases for digital transformation, local
implementation, training or development.
For a conversation about how the
PRMA Healthcheck® can help solve your market
access challenges, please get in touch.

Get in touch >>

www.prmaconsulting.com info@prmaconsulting.com
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